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this book is for people who want to increase their english speaking skills. it is not a dictionary
or a grammar book, it is not a theory book. this book will give you the tools to improve your
english speaking skills through improving your pronunciation, improving your grammar,
improving your vocabulary, and improving your sentence structure. the primary method is to
learn from example by listening to real examples of good english. the book is divided into four
chapters which focus on improving your english pronunciation, improving your grammar,
improving your vocabulary, and improving your sentence structure. chapter 1 is called
improve your pronunciation. chapter 2 is called improve your grammar. chapter 3 is called
improve your vocabulary. chapter 4 is called improve your sentence structure. the fourth
edition is now available. the third edition was published in august, 2009. the second edition
was published in march, 2006. the first edition was published in august, 2003. this book will
cover the four different areas of the english language that are necessary to speak and write
properly: pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, and sentence structure. this book is highly
practical and the information that it contains can be put into action quickly. the examples are
taken from everyday conversations. you can now start to improve your english speaking skills
through improving your pronunciation, improving your grammar, improving your vocabulary,
and improving your sentence structure. the emphasis of better spoken english is effective
communication. this book is designed to help you achieve greater fluency in english. it will
show you how to get your english spoken fluently through improving your pronunciation,
improving your grammar, improving your vocabulary, and improving your sentence structure.
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the interactive cd-rom with all the activities, lessons, and activities for grades 6 through 10,
and most of the materials for grades 1 through 5. it offers a better approach to helping your
child learn how to read and write in english. it includes lesson plans for all subjects (english,

math, science, history, geography, etc.), grades, and topics. it also contains a variety of
creative writing projects, a variety of lesson activities that can be used with either a scripted

or story writing approach, and reading exercises. plus, it's interactive! you can click on links in
the lessons, activities, and readings and watch a video of what you are doing. there is so much

more. you can learn more about this product here: the objective of this book is to teach the
students the basics of the english language in order to provide the necessary tools for them to

interact with the native speakers. the students are presented with different topics and are
encouraged to answer the questions to reveal their understanding of the topics covered. there

are also other opportunities for them to practice their english skills. better spoken english.
instructor: prof. shreesh chaudhary, department of humanities and social sciences, iit madras.

this course aims to create comprehensible pronunciation of english, and to create public
speaking and presentation skills. the course deals with topics like speaking slowly with pauses;

production of speech sounds; some difficult english sounds; english stress system;
presentation: what and how much to say; stage manners - turn out and body language, etc.
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